Formation and effects of neuroactive steroids in the central and peripheral nervous system.
This chapter summarizes several observations that emphasize the importance of neuroactive steroids in the physiology of the central and peripheral nervous systems. A new, and probably important, concept is emerging: Neuroactive steroids not only modify neuronal physiology but also intervene in the control of glial cell functions. The data presented here underscore that (1) the mechanism of action of the various steroidal molecules may involve both classical (progesterone and androgens) and nonclassical steroid receptors [gamma-aminobutyric acid type A (GABAA) receptor], (2) in many instances, the actions of hormonal steroids are not due to their native molecular forms but to their 5 alpha- and 3 alpha,5 alpha-reduced metabolites, (3) several neuroactive steroids exert dramatic actions on the proteins proper of the peripheral myelin (e.g., glycoprotein Po and peripheral myelin protein 22), and (4) the effects of steroids and of their metabolites might have clinical significance in cases in which the rebuilding of the peripheral myelin is needed (e.g., aging, peripheral injury).